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ABSTRACT

Parametric computer-aided design (CAD) is a standard paradigm used for the de-
sign of manufactured objects. CAD designers perform modeling operations, such
as sketch and extrude, to form a construction sequence that makes up a final de-
sign. Despite the pervasiveness of parametric CAD and growing interest from
the research community, a dataset of human designed 3D CAD construction se-
quences has not been available to-date. In this paper we present the Fusion 360
Gallery reconstruction dataset and environment for learning CAD reconstruction.
We provide a dataset of 8,625 designs, comprising sequential sketch and extrude
modeling operations, together with a complementary environment called the Fu-
sion 360 Gym, to assist with performing CAD reconstruction. We outline a stan-
dard CAD reconstruction task, together with evaluation metrics, and present re-
sults from a novel method using neurally guided search to recover a construction
sequence from raw geometry.

1 INTRODUCTION

The manufactured objects that surround us in everyday life are created in computer-aided design
(CAD) software using common modeling operations such as sketch and extrude. With just these two
modeling operations, a highly expressive range of 3D designs can be created (Figure 1). Parametric
CAD files contain construction sequence information that is critical for documenting design intent,
maintaining editablity, and downstream simulation and manufacturing. Despite the value of this
information, it is often lost due to data translation or error and must be reverse engineered from
raw geometry or even 3D scan data. Although the task of reconstructing CAD operations from raw
geometry has been pursued for over 40 years (Shah et al., 2001), recent advances in neural networks
for 3D shape generation has spurred new interest in CAD reconstruction. However, learning-based
approaches to CAD reconstruction have not yet had access to a human-designed dataset of 3D CAD

Sketch 1 Extrude 1 Sketch 2 Extrude 2 Extrude 9

Figure 1: Top: A subset of designs containing 3D CAD construction sequences from the Fusion
360 Gallery reconstruction dataset. Bottom: An example construction sequence using sketch and
extrude modeling operations.
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construction sequences, instead relying on synthetic data for both training and testing purposes, e.g.
Li et al. (2020). The absence of real world data has limited work on CAD reconstruction using
common sketch and extrude modeling operations. Instead a focus has been on reconstruction from
simple geometric primitives (Sharma et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2019; Ellis et al., 2019) that lack the
rich parametric sketches commonly used in mechanical CAD (e.g. Figure 2). As there is no existing
learning-based approach to reconstruct ‘sketch and extrude‘ sequences, we take a first step towards
this goal by introducing data, a supporting software environment, and a novel CAD reconstruction
method for ‘sketch and extrude’ designs.

In this paper we present the Fusion 360 Gallery reconstruction dataset and environment for learning
CAD reconstruction. The dataset contains 8,625 designs created by users of Autodesk Fusion 360
using a simple subset of CAD modeling operations: sketch and extrude. To the best of our knowledge
this dataset is the first to provide human designed 3D CAD construction sequence data for use with
machine learning. To support research with the dataset we provide an environment called the Fusion
360 Gym for working with CAD reconstruction. A key motivation of this work is to provide insights
into the process of how people design objects. Furthermore, our goal is to provide a universal
benchmark for research and evaluation of learning-based CAD reconstruction algorithms, bridging
the gap between the computer graphics and machine learning community. To this end we describe a
standard CAD reconstruction task and associated evaluation metrics with respect to the ground truth
construction sequence. We also introduce a novel method for CAD reconstruction of ‘sketch and
extrude’ designs using neurally guided search. This search employs a policy, trained using imitation
learning, consisting of a graph neural network encoding of CAD geometry.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We present the Fusion 360 Gallery reconstruction dataset containing construction sequence
information for 8,625 human-designed ‘sketch and extrude’ CAD models.

• We introduce an environment called the Fusion 360 Gym, standardizing the CAD recon-
struction task in a Markov Decision Process formulation.

• We introduce a novel method and results using neurally guided search on the CAD recon-
struction task, contextualizing future research.

2 RELATED WORK

CAD Datasets Existing 3D CAD datasets have largely focused on providing mesh geometry
(Chang et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2015; Zhou & Jacobson, 2016; Mo et al., 2019b; Kim et al., 2020).
However, the de facto standard for Parametric CAD is the boundary representation (B-Rep) format,
containing valuable analytic representations of surfaces and curves suitable for high level control
of 3D shapes. B-Reps are collections of trimmed parametric surfaces along with topological infor-
mation which describes adjacency relationships and the ordering of elements such as faces, loops,
edges, and vertices (Weiler, 1986). B-Rep datasets have recently been made available with both
human-designed (Koch et al., 2019) and synthetic data (Zhang et al., 2018; Jayaraman et al., 2020;
Starly, 2020). Missing from these datasets is construction sequence information. We believe it is
critical to understand not only what is designed, but how that design came about.

Parametric CAD files contain valuable information on the history of a design, revealing how the
design was constructed. Schulz et al. (2014) provide a standard collection of human designs with
full parametric history, albeit a limited set of 67 designs in a proprietary format. A large challenge
is translating the daunting number of modeling operations contained within proprietary parametric
CAD files into data suitable for machine learning. SketchGraphs (Seff et al., 2020) constrains the
broad area of parametric CAD by focusing on the underlying 2D engineering sketches, including
sketch construction sequences. In the absence of 3D human design data, learning-based approaches
have instead leveraged synthetic CAD construction sequences (Sharma et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020).
The dataset presented in this paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to provide human-
designed 3D CAD construction sequence information suitable for use with machine learning.

CAD Reconstruction The task of CAD reconstruction involves recovering the sequence of mod-
eling operations used to construct a CAD model from raw geometry input, such as triangle meshes,
point clouds, or B-Reps. Despite extensive prior work (Shah et al., 2001), CAD reconstruction
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Sketch 1 Extrude 1 Sketch 2Extrude 2 Extrude 3

Figure 2: An example design sequence from the Fusion 360 Gallery reconstruction dataset. Sketch
profiles are sequentially extruded to join (Extrude 1, Extrude 2) or cut (Extrude 3) geometry using
built in boolean operations. The color coded areas show the sketch profiles that partake in each
extrude operation.

remains a challenging problem as it requires deductions on both continuous parameters (e.g., ex-
tracting the dimensions of primitives) and discrete operations (e.g., choosing a proper operation for
the next step), leading to a mixed combinatorial search space. To recover the sequence of operations,
traditional methods typically run global search methods (e.g., evolutionary algorithms as in Hamza
& Saitou (2004), Weiss (2009), Friedrich et al. (2019), and Fayolle & Pasko (2016)) with heuristic
rules to prune the search space (Shapiro & Vossler, 1993; Buchele, 2000; Buchele & Roles, 2001;
Buchele & Crawford, 2003). Heuristic approaches are also available in a number of commercial
software tools, often as a user-guided semi-automatic system (Autodesk, 2012). Another approach
is using program synthesis (Du et al., 2018; Nandi et al., 2017; 2018; 2020) to infer CAD programs
written in domain specific languages from given shapes. CAD reconstruction is also related to the
inverse procedural modeling problem (Talton et al., 2011; Stava et al., 2014; Vanegas et al., 2012),
which attempts to reverse-engineer procedures that can faithfully match a given target. Inverse pro-
cedural modeling methods typically work with synthetic data, while our paper tackles tasks on real
CAD models and operations.

Compared to the rule-based or grammar-based methods above, learning-based approaches can po-
tentially learn the types of rules that are typically hard-coded, automate scenarios that require user-
input, and generalize when confronted with unfamiliar geometry. One of the earliest such works is
CSGNet (Sharma et al., 2017), which trains a neural network to infer the sequence of Constructive
Solid Geometry (CSG) operations based on visual inputs. More recent works along this line of re-
search include Ellis et al. (2019), Tian et al. (2019), and Kania et al. (2020). Typically associated
with these methods are a customized, domain specific language (e.g., CSG) that parameterizes the
space of geometry, some heuristic rules that limit the search space, and a neural network generative
model (Zou et al., 2017; Mo et al., 2019a; Chen et al., 2020; Jones et al., 2020). Our approach
is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to apply a learning-based method to reconstruction using
common sketch and extrude CAD modeling operations from real human designs.

3 FUSION 360 GALLERY RECONSTRUCTION DATASET

The Fusion 360 Gallery reconstruction dataset1 is produced from designs submitted by users of the
CAD software Autodesk Fusion 360. The dataset contains CAD construction sequence information
from a subset of ‘sketch and extrude’ designs. We intentionally limit the data to the sketch and
extrude modeling operations to reduce the complexity of the CAD reconstruction task. Figure 1
shows a random sampling of the designs in the dataset. Each design is provided in three different
representations: B-Rep, mesh, and construction sequence JSON text format. An official 80:20 train-
test split is provided with 6,900 and 1,725 designs respectively. We now briefly outline the sketch
and extrude modeling operations.

3.1 SKETCH

Unlike free-form sketches, sketches in CAD are composed of 2D geometric primitives (lines, cir-
cles, splines etc.), associated dimensions (distance, diameter, angle etc.) and constraints (symmetry,
tangent, parallel etc.). Sketch geometry is represented by points, that create curves, that in turn form

1https://github.com/AutodeskAILab/Fusion360GalleryDataset
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Figure 3: The Fusion 360 Gym interacts with an agent in a sequential decision making scenario
(left) with the state containing geometries represented as face adjacency graphs (right).

loops within profiles. The intersection of curves, as the user draws, automatically creates closed
loops and profiles that are serialized as both raw curves and trimmed profiles. Sketch profiles form
the basis for 3D extrusion as shown in (Figure 2). The as-designed ordering of sketch operations is
not stored in the native design files, however a consistent ordering can be derived by traversing the
sketch profiles in sequence.

3.2 EXTRUDE

An extrude operation takes one or more sketch profiles and extrudes them from 2D into a 3D B-Rep
body. A distance parameter defines how far the profile is extruded. A notable feature of extrude
operations in Fusion 360 is the ability to perform Boolean operations in the same step. As a user
extrudes a sketch profile, they choose to create a new body, join, cut, or intersect with other bodies in
the design (Figure 2). Additional extrude options are available such as two-sided extrude, symmet-
rical extrude, and tapered extrude. The combination of expressive sketches and extrude operations
with built in Boolean capability enables a wide variety of designs to be constructed.

4 FUSION 360 GYM

Together with the dataset we provide an open source environment, called the Fusion 360 Gym, for
standardizing the CAD reconstruction task. The Fusion 360 Gym wraps the underlying Fusion 360
Python API (Autodesk, 2014) and serves as the environment that interacts with an intelligent agent
for the task of CAD reconstruction (Figure 3). Specifically, the Fusion 360 Gym formalizes the
following Markov Decision Process:

• state: Contains the current geometry, and optionally, the target geometry to be recon-
structed. We use a B-Rep face-adjacency graph as our state representation.

• action: A modeling operation that allows the agent to modify the current geometry. We
consider two action representations: sketch extrusion and face extrusion.

• transition: Fusion 360 Gym implements the transition function that applies the modeling
operation to the current geometry.

• reward: The user can define custom reward functions depending on the task. We provide
an implementation of intersection over union (IoU) as one measure to compare the current
and target geometry.

4.1 STATE REPRESENTATION

In order for an agent to successfully reconstruct the target geometry, it is important that we have a
suitable state representation. In Fusion 360 Gym, we use a similar encoding scheme to Jayaraman
et al. (2020) and represent the current and target geometry with a face-adjacency graph (Ansaldi
et al., 1985), illustrated in Figure 3 (right). Crucial to this encoding are the geometric features
of the elements, such as point-locations, and topological features specifying how these elements
are connected to each other. Specifically, the vertices of the face-adjacency graph represent B-Rep
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Figure 4: Action representations supported by the Fusion 360 Gym include low-level sketch extru-
sion (top) and simplified face extrusion (bottom).

faces (trimmed parametric surfaces) in the design, with graph vertex features representing the size,
orientation, and curvature of the faces. The edges of the face-adjacency graph represents B-Rep
edges in the design, that connect the adjacent B-Rep faces to each other.

4.2 ACTION REPRESENTATION

In Fusion 360 Gym we support action representations for two common patterns of modeling opera-
tions: sketch extrusion and face extrusion.

Sketch Extrusion In sketch extrusion, the agent must first select a sketch plane, draw on this plane
using a sequence of curve primitives, such as lines and arcs, to form closed loop profiles. The agent
then selects a profile to extrude a given distance and direction (Figure 4, top). Using this representa-
tion it is possible to construct novel geometries by generating the underlying sketch primitives and
extruding them by an arbitrary amount. Although all designs in the Fusion 360 Gallery reconstruc-
tion dataset can be constructed using sketch extrusion, in practice this is challenging. Benko et al.
(2002) show that to generate sketches suitable for mechanical engineering parts, the curve primitives
often need to be constructed alongside a set of constraints which enforce regularities and symme-
tries in the design. Although the construction of the constraint graphs is feasible using techniques
like the one shown by Liao et al. (2019), enforcing the constraints requires a complex interaction
between the machine learning algorithm and a suitable geometric constraint solver, greatly increas-
ing the algorithm complexity. We alleviate this problem by supporting another pattern of modeling
operations called face extrusion.

Face Extrusion In face extrusion, a face from the target design is used as the extrusion profile
rather than a sketch profile (Figure 4, bottom). This is possible because the target design is known in
advance during reconstruction. An action a in this scheme is a triple {facestart, faceend, op} where
the start and end faces are parallel faces referenced from the target geometry, and the operation type
is one of the following: new body, join, cut, intersect. Target constrained reconstruction using face
extrusion has the benefit of narrowly scoping the prediction problem with shorter action sequences
and simpler actions. Conversely, not all geometries can be reconstructed with this simplified strategy
due to insufficient information in the target, e.g., Extrude 3 in Figure 2 cuts across the entire design
without leaving a start or end face. Of the design sequences in the reconstruction dataset, 59.2% can
be directly converted to a face extrusion sequence. We estimate that approximately 80% of designs
in our dataset can be reconstructed by finding alternative construction sequences.

4.3 SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATION

The Fusion 360 Gym supports generation of semi-synthetic data by taking existing designs and
modifying or recombining them. For instance, we can randomly perturb the sketches and the ex-
trusion distances, and even ‘graft’ sketches from one design onto another. We also support distri-
bution matching of parameters, such as the number of faces, to ensure that synthetic designs match
a human-designed dataset distribution. Learning-based systems can leverage semi-synthetic data to
expand the number of samples in the Fusion 360 Gallery reconstruction dataset.
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Figure 5: Given a state comprising the target geometry Gt and current geometry Gc, the mpn agent
uses a message passing network (MPN) to predict an action as a face extrusion modeling operation.

5 CAD RECONSTRUCTION

5.1 TASK

The goal of CAD reconstruction is to recover the sequence of modeling operations used to construct
a CAD model with only the raw geometry as input. This task can be specified using different input
geometry representations, including B-Rep, mesh, or point cloud, with progressively lower fidelity.
Each representation presents a realistic scenario where parametric CAD information is absent and
needs to be recovered. Given a target geometry Gt, we wish to find a sequence of CAD modeling
operations (actions) A = {a0, a1, · · · } that generates an output geometry G, such that every point
in space is in its interior, if and only if, it is also in the interior of Gt.

Evaluation Metrics We prescribe three evaluation metrics, IoU, exact reconstruction, and con-
ciseness. IoU measures the intersection over union of G and Gt: iou(G,Gt) = |G∩Gt|/|G∪Gt|.
Exact reconstruction measures whether iou(G,Gt) = 1. As multiple correct sequences of CAD
modeling operations exist, a proposed reconstruction sequence A need not match the ground truth
sequence Ât provided an exact reconstruction is found. Let conciseness(A, Ât) = |A|/|Ât|,
where a score ≤ 1 indicates the agent found a reconstruction with equal or fewer steps, and a score
> 1 indicates more inefficient reconstructions.

5.2 METHOD

We now present a method for CAD reconstruction using neurally-guided search (Ellis et al., 2019;
Kalyan et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2019; Devlin et al., 2017) from B-Rep input using face extrusion
modeling operations. Rather than discovering a sequence of construction by exploration, the agent is
trained to match known reconstruction sequences present in the training set using imitation learning.
We leverage search at inference time to recover the given target geometry.

Imitation Learning To perform imitation learning, we leverage the fact that we have the ground
truth sequence of modeling operations (actions) Ât = {ât,0 · · · ât,n−1} for each design Gt in the
reconstruction dataset. We feed the ground truth action sequence Ât into the Fusion 360 Gym,
starting from the empty geometry G0, and output a sequence of partial constructions Gt,1 · · ·Gt,n
where Gt,n = Gt. We then collect the supervised dataset D = {(G0, Gt) → ât,0, (Gt,1, Gt) →
ât,1 · · · } and train a supervised agent πθ that takes the pair of current-target constructions (Gc, Gt)
to a modeling operation action ac, which would transform the current geometry closer to the target.
Formally, we optimize the expected log-likelihood of correct actions under the data distribution:

E(Gc,Gt)∼D

[
log πθ

(
âc|

(
Gc, Gt

))]
(1)

Agent The agent takes a pair of geometries (Gc, Gt) as state, and outputs the corresponding face-
extrusion action a = {facestart, faceend, op} (Figure 5). The two geometriesGc, Gt are given using
a face-adjacency graph similar to Jayaraman et al. (2020), where the graph vertexes represent the
faces of the geometry, with vertex features calculated from each face: 10×10 grid of 3D points,
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Figure 6: Reconstruction results over 100 search steps using random rollouts. For exact reconstruc-
tions, 0.8 is the estimated representation upper limit of the face extrusion action representation.

normals, and trimming mask, in addition to the face surface type. The edges simply signify con-
nectivity of adjacent faces. The inputs are encoded using two separate message passing networks
(MPN) (Kipf & Welling, 2016) aggregating messages along the edges of the graph. The encoded
vectors representing the current geometry are summed together (hc in Figure 5), and concatenated
with the encoded vertexes of the target geometry (h0t · · ·h5t ). The concatenated vectors are used to
output the action using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), with an auto-regressive connection between
the two target faces.

Search Given a neural agent πθ(a|(Gc, Gt)) capable of furthering a current geometry toward the
target geometry, we can amplify its performance at test time using search. Here, we report the result
of the most basic of search strategies: random rollout. We let the agent interact with the environment
by sampling a sequence of actions according to πθ up to a fixed rollout length of max(

fp
2 , 2), where

fp is the number of planar faces in Gt. If the agent is successful at reconstructing the target, we
stop. Otherwise, we repeat the process until we exhaust a global budget of 100 steps.

Data Augmentation We also study the effects of data augmentation by supplementing the designs
in the training set with 10,063 synthetic designs. Each design uses existing sketches in the training
set at a random orientation and applies two or more extrude operations to match the distribution of
the number of faces in the training set as described in Section 4.3.

5.3 RESULTS

Using the test set of the Fusion 360 Gallery reconstruction dataset, we evaluate four different agents.
The rand agent uniformly samples from the available actions to serve as a baseline without any
learning. mlp is a simple MLP agent that does not take advantage of shape topology. mpn is
the MPN agent. mpn-aug is the MPN agent trained on the standard training set augmented with
additional synthetic designs. This set of agents forms an ablation study revealing the effects of
different components of our approach.

For a target design Gt, the agent uses the random rollout search algorithm and attempts reconstruc-
tion over multiple rollouts. Each time the agent takes an action (a step) during search, we track the

Agent IoU Exact Reconstruction % Conciseness
20 Steps 100 Steps 20 Steps 100 Steps

mpn-aug 0.8707 0.8928 0.6452 0.6701 0.9706
mpn 0.8644 0.9042 0.6232 0.6754 1.0168
mlp 0.8274 0.8596 0.5658 0.5965 0.9763
rand 0.6840 0.8386 0.4157 0.5380 1.2824

Table 1: Reconstruction results for IoU and exact reconstruction at 20 and 100 search steps using
random rollouts. Conciseness is measured over exact reconstructions; lower values are better.
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Figure 7: Qualitative construction sequence results comparing the ground truth (gt) to reconstruc-
tions using different agents with random search.

best IoU the agent has discovered so far, and whether exact reconstruction is achieved. We cap the
total search budget to 100 steps. We report the evaluation metric of our agent as a function of the
number of steps in Figure 6. We detail the exact results at step 20 and 100 in Table 1. Step 20
represents the point where it is possible to perform exact reconstructions for all designs in the test
set. We also detail the conciseness of the recovered sequence for exact reconstructions. Figure 7
shows ground truth (gt) construction sequences compared with other agents using random search.
The rollout with the highest IoU is shown with the IoU score and total search steps taken. Steps that
don’t change the geometry or occur after the highest IoU are omitted from the visualization.

Discussion We note that all neurally guided agents outperform the random agent baseline. The
topology information available with a MPN is found to improve reconstruction performance, while
data augmentation improves conciseness and reconstruction performance early in the search. We
find that random rollout scales poorly with search budget and presents an opportunity for future
research on alternate search procedures. For practical application of CAD reconstruction it is neces-
sary to have an exact reconstruction where all details of a design are reconstructed in a concise way.
It is notable that incorrect reconstructions can score well with the IoU metric, but omit important
design details. We therefore suggest IoU should be a secondary metric, with future work focusing
primarily on improving exact reconstruction performance with concise construction sequences.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper we presented the Fusion 360 Gallery reconstruction dataset and environment for learn-
ing CAD reconstruction from sequential 3D CAD data. We outlined a standard CAD reconstruction
task, together with evaluation metrics, and presented results from a neurally guided search approach.
We envision a number of future directions that could leverage the reconstruction dataset: new repre-
sentations for sequential geometry capable of performing CAD reconstruction and generation from
B-Rep, mesh, point cloud, or image data; reinforcement learning approaches that mimic and im-
provise sequential modeling operations; and sketch and constraint synthesis from 3D geometry or
images. Finally, beyond the simplified design space of sketch and extrude lies the full breadth of
rich sequential CAD modeling operations.
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